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ABSTRACT
Multistage stochastic optimization problems are formulated on the basis of 
continuous distributions. Such "infinite" problems are practically impossible to 
solve as they are formulated and finite tree approximations of the underlying 
stochastic processes are used as proxies.

In this talk, bounding methods for multistage stochastic optimization problems are
discussed. First we consider bounds based on the assumption that a sufficiently 
large discretized scenario tree describing the problem uncertainty is given but is 
unsolvable. Monotonic bounds based on group subproblems of the large scenario 
tree will be discussed and compared in terms of computational complexity [1]. 
Current work on optimal scenario grouping in order to obtain the best monotonic 
chain of lower bounds will be also discussed [2].
Secondly, we demonstrate how one can find guaranteed bounds, i.e. finite tree 
models, for which the optimal values give upper and lower bounds for the optimal 
values of the original infinite problem. We consider approximations in the first 
order stochastic sense and in the convex order sense [3]. Their use is shown in a 
multistage risk-averse production problem.

Work done in collaboration with Prof. Georg Pflug (University of Vienna).
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